A functional inference for multivariate current status data with mismeasured covariate.
Covariate measurement error problems have been recently studied for current status failure time data but not yet for multivariate current status data. Motivated by the three-hypers dataset from a health survey study, where the failure times for three-hypers (hyperglycemia, hypertension, hyperlipidemia) are subject to current status censoring and the covariate self-reported body mass index may be subject to measurement error, we propose a functional inference method under the proportional odds model for multivariate current status data with mismeasured covariates. The new proposal utilizes the working independence strategy to handle correlated current status observations from the same subject, as well as the conditional score approach to handle mismeasured covariate without specifying the covariate distribution. The asymptotic theory, together with a stable computation procedure combining the Newton-Raphson and self-consistency algorithms, is established for the proposed estimation method. We evaluate the method through simulation studies and illustrate it with three-hypers data.